Various optical configurations for Hubble Space Telescope simulators have been proposed, and some are being built for use as verification tools to characterize the performance of second-generation instruments during ground testing. We describe the Hubble Space Telescope, present an overview of three optical designs for simulators, and discuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of each configuration.
Introduction
Images from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) suffer from overcorrected spherical aberration.l- 3 NASA is implementing the recovery strategy recommended by the HST Strategy Panel, 4 a group chartered to investigate a wide variety of options for correcting the spherical aberration of the telescope. The panel recommended the development of the Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR), which consists of five pairs of small, corrective mirrors to be installed in HST, deployed above the scientific-instrument entrance apertures, and aligned optically. 5 COSTAR is designed to restore high-quality imaging to three of the firstgeneration, axial, scientific instruments: the Faint Object Camera (FOC), the Faint Object Spectrograph, and the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph. COSTAR will replace the fourth axial instrument, the High Speed Photometer. The optical designs of the second-generation instruments, such as the Wide Field/Planetary Camera (WFPC-2), 6 the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph, and the Near Infrared Camera, have been modified to compensate the spherical aberration of the HST by introducing undercor-rected spherical aberration into the wave front. WFPC-2 and COSTAR will be installed in the Observatory during the First Servicing Mission currently scheduled for December 1993.
The optical performance of COSTAR and WFPC-2 must be thoroughly evaluated to ensure that they properly correct the HST aberration and restore the image quality. Various optical configurations for HST simulators have been proposed, and three are being built for use as verification tools to characterize the performance of second-generation instruments during ground testing.
In this paper three simulators are described and discussed: (1) the Refractive Aberrated Simulator (RAS) developed at Ball Aerospace, which will be used to test COSTAR; (2) the Optical Simulator from Laboratoire Astronomie Spatiale (LAS), which will be used to test a structural/thermal model of the FOC; and (3) the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Stimulus, which will be used to test WFPC-2. The optical designs of these stimulators range from extremely simple with basic requirements to extremely complex with many detailed requirements. In this paper we describe the HST, present an overview of the three optical designs, and discuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of each design.
Optical Description of the HST
The final optical design for the HST was an f/24 Ritchey-Chr6tien with a 2.4-m-diameter aperture, an f/2.35 primary mirror, and a 1.5-m back vertex distance. A mask at the edge of the primary mirror defines the entrance pupil of the telescope. Three 15-cm-diameter pads support the primary mirror around its perimeter, and a four-legged spider mount supports the secondary-mirror assembly. The cen-tral third of the beam is obscured by the secondarymirror baffle.
During the fabrication process an error in the optical spacing of the field lens in the reflective null corrector used to test the primary mirror resulted in the removal of too much material from the outer edges during polishing.' The conic constant of the polished mirror differed from the final-design conic constant, and overcorrected spherical aberration is present in the images. The sign and magnitude of the spherical aberration and the resultant change in conic constant were determined by three methods: (1) a reevaluation of historical optical test data from the manufacturer; (2) follow-up measurements on the test equipment, such as the remeasurement of critical optical parameters (spacings and radii of curvature) for the null correctors used by the telescope manufacturer; and (3) the analyses of images from the FOC and the WF/PC cameras by using a variety of phase-retrieval techniques.
After a concentrated effort involving many institutions and many dedicated individuals, these three methods converged to a common result. The asbuilt conic constant for the primary mirror of the HST is -1.0139, whereas the design conic constant was -1.0022985. According to Burrows et al., 3 the difference between these values corresponds to an rms wave-front error of approximately -0.4 wave at 633 nm. For the FOC f/96 camera the resultant image blur leads to a loss in encircled energy with only 16-18% (70% was originally expected) of the energy in the point spread function falling within a circle with a diameter of 0.2 arcsec at a wavelength of 486 nm. An updated prescription for the as-built HST is listed in Table 1 .
Because of the Ritchey-Chr6tien design, there is no third-order, field-dependent coma. Also, the HST images have residual third-order astigmatism, and the designs of the axial, scientific instruments include compensation for this aberration. However, the secondary mirror is tilted and decentered resulting in field-independent coma. (The secondary-mirror tilt and decenter values are not included in the table.)
In Table 2 some of the important first-and thirdorder design parameters for the HST simulators are 
Ball Aerospace RAS
The RAS designed at Ball Aerospace will be used to verify proper operation of each of the five sets of the COSTAR corrector pairs. The RAS is a refractive, all-spherical surface design with first-order requirements to match the HST f number, exit pupil size and location, and obscuration ratio. The spiders are also simulated. One of the more challenging design goals was to match the HST wave front (not the third-order aberrations) over the full, axial science-instrument image plane ( 270 mm in diameter) to X/20 rms at 632.8 nm, including assembly and fabrication tolerances. For simplicity and ease of fabrication, it was also desirable that the object surface be flat.
The RAS is designed to provide monochromatic, aberrated, HST-like images to the COSTAR instrument over its complete image field without any mechanical source adjustment. It can supply HSTlike images simultaneously to as many as 15 field positions (including five alignment reference positions) from an on-axis point to an effective, object space field angle of 8.15 arcmin.
The optical layout is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows an unfolded version of the RAS lens configuration, and Fig. 2 shows the RAS optical/mechanical layout. The RAS imaging optics consists of six spherical lenses installed in adjustable optical mounts supported by an Invar rod metering structure. Each lens is constructed of BK7 glass and is antireflection coated to minimize ghost reflections. mirrors that fold the optical path (as shown in Fig. 2 ) provide a smaller packaging envelope. An internal aperture stop is located between lenses RL3 and RL4 and is relayed so that the RAS exit pupil is the same size and at the same distance from the paraxial focal plane as the HST exit pupil is. Aperture stops are being designed to simulate both obscured and unobscured pupils, and in the obscured case the HST spiders are also simulated (but not the pads).
The design was optimized by tracing rays through the as-built HST in a forward direction to an arbitrary plane in image space, then tracing these same rays from that plane backward through the RAS to a real source plane. The system's aperture stop was the stop of the HST. The design's merit function was a combination of the RAS wave-front error and the rms spot size at the points in the RAS source plane. In addition, it was necessary to target the chief ray heights at an ideal RAS aperture stop. Because this technique provided ideally an aberrationfree image for a highly aberrated system, it was relatively easy to perform the assembly and fabrication tolerance analysis.
This design technique provides straightforward assurance of performance matching in both wavefront and field curvature, between the as-built, aberrated HST and the RAS. In addition, it is straightforward to produce a flat-field source and to identify the ideal source locations that correspond to any desired axial scientific instrument input angles.
Based on the on-orbit wave-front-error budgets of COSTAR, the RAS effect on the uncertainty in the COSTAR channel performance during ground performance testing must be <0.017 wave rms at 632.8 nm.
Initial results from a pseudo-Monte Carlo analysis indicate that this is achievable with a straightforward Zernike subtraction technique. With this technique a predetermined, characteristic set of RAS Zernike coefficients is subtracted from a set of Zernikes calculated from the measured image of the RAS through COSTAR. The variation in the resulting Zernike coefficients, resulting from the uncalibrated uncertainty in the RAS because of the assembly and fabrication tolerances, matches the ideal RAS through COSTAR Zernike coefficients to within the 0.017-wave rms goal.
The RAS source plate supports and positions optical fibers at the correct input field locations for the axial scientific instrument apertures and the projected COSTAR input aperture locations. In addition, five reference fibers are located for alignment aids. The source plate is designed to simulate stellar point source images at each axial scientific-instrument field location in the focal plane (five total) and at each appropriate COSTAR input location (five total).
The Source Delivery System (SDS) supplies light at 632.8 nm to the source plate through single-mode, 4-pum-diameter, optical fibers. The beams from two 5-mW He-Ne lasers are directed to a series of fiber couplers. Sets of wave plates and polarizing beamsplitter cubes are used to control beam intensity distribution to the various fiber couplers.
Lenses RL1 and RL6 are mounted separately, while lenses RL2-RL3 and RL4-RL5 are mounted in pairs. Each of the optical mounts provides micrometer decenter adjustment in the two axes orthogonal to the optical axis. Each cell is installed in a tip/tilt mount for angular alignment. Spacing along the optical axis is accomplished by sliding the support plate holding each lens/mount assembly along the Invar rod metering structure, then clamping the support plate in place.
The RAS lens mounts are supported by four Invar rods. The box structure created by the rods and lens mount plates and stiffener plates is initially supported on the optical bench by a set of vertically adjustable legs and casters. This permits initial assembly and testing of the RAS.
The resulting wave front theoretically matches the HST to X/30 rms at 632.8 nm over the desired field of view. A balance between the third-and fifth-order spherical aberration was made to match the rms wave-front error.
Although the RAS is designed optimally for use at 632.8 nm, it can be used at 488 nm as well. When it is used at wavelengths other than 632.8 nm, a residual wave-front error, a focus shift, and an exit pupil shift exist. The focus shift is removed by changing the source position, and the pupil shift is altered by changing the position of the internal aperture stop.
Optical Simulator LAS Design
The FOC developed by the European Space Agency consists of two independent camera channels, each with its own instrument aperture, imaging optics, and detector system. 7 One camera reimages the HST focal surface with a magnification factor of 2, resulting in an effective focal ratio of f/48, while the other camera reimages the HST focal surface with a magnification of 4, resulting in an effective focal ratio of f/96. (COSTAR will convert the effective focal ratio of the telescope from [/24 to f/38, thus changing the effective focal ratios of the f/48 and f/96 channels to f/76 and f/151.)
A structural/thermal model (STM) containing spare flight components was designed and built to simulate the mechanical, thermal, and optical configurations of the flight instrument and was used for qualification environmental testing before launch. This FOC/STM has been refurbished and will be used as verification ground-support equipment at Ball Aerospace to check the correction by COSTAR of both FOC camera channels. The FOC/STM will also be used for practicing and debugging the on-orbit alignment sequence of the HST + COSTAR + FOC system by using the RAS + COSTAR + FOC/STM system.
The European Space Research and Technology Centre contracted LAS to develop a conceptual design for a stimulus, which will be used for ground testing and alignment of the FOC/STM. The purpose of the Optical Simulator LAS (OSL) is to provide monochromatic star images at the FOC/STM entrance aperture to perform a complete end-to-end test of the FOC/STM at 633 nm (He-Ne) and 488 nm (argon). These star images can be either aberrated or unaberrated, depending on the optical configuration of the OSL.
The design proposed by one of the authors (Saisse) has four configurations: (1) f/24 HST nominal (final design), (2) f/24 HST as-built (aberrated), (3) f/38 (HST as-built + COSTAR aligned), and (4) f/38 (HST + COSTAR misaligned). These four configurations are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Unlike the RAS, which simulates the wave front over an extended field of view, the OSL must simulate the wave front at only one field point corresponding to the center of the f/96, or f/48, entrance aperture. The OSL can simulate the wave front over the entire field of view of the FOC by simply moving the object source, which is an optical fiber mounted on a three-axis translation stage. With the exception of the cylindrical lens, only spherical, refractive elements are used. The system is designed to provide easy access to the aperture stop, ease of alignment, and ease of switching from one configuration to another. In Configuration 1 the combination of the two, identical, doublet lenses and the cylindrical lens is used to simulate the nominal HST wave front at the single field point corresponding to the center of the FOC f/96 entrance aperture. There are no aberrations other than third-order astigmatism introduced by the cylindrical lens to match the astigmatism of the HST at that field point. The doublet lenses are used to correct chromatic aberrations. The OSL is corrected for chromatism and has been designed to operate at two wavelengths, 488 and 633 nm, with no significant change in performance. Only a small focus shift, depending on the configuration, results when the wavelength is changed from 633 to 488 nm. This focus shift is compensated by axially moving the source. In Configuration 1 the OSL also simulates the correct exit pupil position (7003 mm from paraxial focus), size, and obscuration ratio. (Both obscured and unobscured systems can be simulated.) In this case, the output f number is f/24.
In Configuration 2 a two-lens spherical aberrator is added to introduce the correct amount of spherical aberration for the as-built HST. The images ob--tained in this configuration with the FOC/STM will be compared with the HST FOC f/96 flight images at
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Reflective HST Simulators-the JPL Reflectiv
The projector-condenser shown schematic. In ConfigIn this system a broadband source lamp illuminates a ) simulate reflective diffuser plate to create a uniform diffuse R channel.
source. The condenser lens forms an image of the rging lens plate at the entrance pupil of the projector optics. s the f/24
A reticle placed near the condenser acts as a target; cessary to the pattern on the reticle simulates a star field in the l the same telescope object space. The projector lens forms an ion 1. In image of the reticle at the entrance port of the ;ed at the instrument being tested. If reflective elements are iL focus) to chosen for the projector optics, the design can be used FOC/STM at any wavelength without chromatic effects, which is figuration a distinct advantage. The simplest reflective projecbtained at tor optics would be a two-mirror system. 8 and thus This type of two-mirror projector-condenser system was developed in the early 1980's at the Califors added to nia Institute of Technology as a stimulus for the antsofthe first-generation WF/PC (WFPC-1), a radial-bay inia can be strument receiving the central portion of the HST atism can focal plane. The stimulus optics and the WFPC-1 lens along optical system were designed by one of the authors L be intro- (Vaughan) . ,he source
From an engineering design point of view, there are ed in this several general requirements for a projector-connments of denser system. The package size should be small to ated.
accommodate testing in a vacuum chamber, and all uding dethe parts should be vacuum compatible. The design matching should be able to accommodate a broad spectral at 633 nm range, including UV light. The elements should be easy to fabricate and align, with minimum sensitivity, 0.021 to give a high level of confidence in the test results. All these considerations went into the design of the 0.033 wave JPL reflective stimulus. There were seven basic design requirements for the 0. 0024 original stimulus. First, it was required to simulate 0*024 the HST f number and the axial location and size of 0.028 the HST exit pupil. Also, because the field size (semidiameter, 1.8 arcmin in the f/ 12.9 mode) is large enough for field curvature to be significant, it was CD camera desirable to match the HST field curvature as well. t are then An additional constraint adopted by the WFPC-1 ictions obscience team was that the simulator linear obscuraigurations tion ratio equal the telescope obscuration ratio. eir perforFinally, both spherial aberration and coma had to be 2 is still zero, making a total of seven optical design constraints, including focus. It was possible to meet these requirements with a two-mirror aplanatic syse Stimulus tem, by using conic elements, in which the larger ally in Fig. (primary) element had a diameter of 8 in. (-20 cm), imulators. and the overall length was 176 in. (-449 cm). The optical path was folded by two plane mirrors to fit within an acceptable envelope. The system did not have uncorrected off-axis astigmatism, but by serendipity the magnitude of the astigmatism of the simulator was not greatly different from the astigmatism inherent in the Ritchey-Chretien design of the HST -_ _ = itself. This stimulus was used extensively during six thermal vacuum tests of WFPC-1. IMAGE < For optical testing, performance validation, and
MRFA[E calibration of the WFPC-2 instrument, the stimulus optical prescription had to be modified to reproduce stem.
the spherical aberration and focus setting of the HST I N while preserving the first-order properties already described. This was accomplished at minimal cost by limiting the changes to the curvatures and aspheric -parameters of the two stimulus relay mirrors, leaving spacings essentially unchanged. To verify that the stimulus has the correct properties and is in focus, it is no longer sufficient to demonstrate merely that it produces a sharply focused image of a point source but rather to demonstrate that it produces precisely the correct aberrated image. To satisfy the performance requirements of WFPC-2, it was necessary that the stimulus produce the correct wave front to within a net tolerance of X/20 rms at 632.8 nm.
Verification to this level of precision required the introduction of a stimulus-system null lens, which is described below. In designing the aberrated stimulus, J. Rayces (Optical Corporation of America) first designed an inside-out version that corrected the aberration of the HST. With this approach the spacings between vertices in the stimulus were replaced by spacings of the opposite sign, while the indices of refraction were left unchanged. As a result of this trick the aberrations of the inside-out stimulus are reversed in sign, while curvatures and aspheric coefficients are optimized to minimize the difference in wave-front error between the stimulus and the HST at specific field points. When the stimulus is then turned rightside-out, it has exactly the aberrations of the HST in both magnitude and sign. With this approach Rayces was able to design the stimulus to simulate the aberrated HST wave front to within </1000 (peak to valley) on axis and to within 5.5X/1000 (peak to valley) at off-axis field points, while meeting the first-order requirements outlined above.
Light is fed into the stimulus through a selection of test patterns by means of a condenser system. This system provides one channel of illumination for visible and near-IR wavelengths and a second set of channels for UV wavelengths. Use of this variety of illumination enables the testing and calibration of WFPC-2 over its full operating wavelength range from 121.6 nm (hydrogen Lyman-a) to 1000 nm.
The basic condenser system consists of a frontilluminated Spectralon diffuser disk located 0.6 m ahead of the front image plane of the stimulus, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 5 . A pair of fused silica lenses consisting of a converging element ahead of the test pattern and a diverging element following the test pattern reimages the diffuser disk onto the stimulus entrance pupil (located at the first mirror of the projection relay). The diverging lens element controls the field curvature of the stimulus.
At wavelengths below 200 nm fused silica is not an efficient transmitter. Hence all-reflecting optics feed UV light to the stimulus. Light from integrating spheres is reflected by spherical mirrors so that an image of the exit port of an integrating sphere is formed on the stimulus entrance pupil. The field stop is located in the object plane of the stimulus.
To assure that the assembled stimulus delivers X/20 rms performance, utmost care was taken in fabricating individual components to close tolerances (-X/100 to /200 was achieved for the stimulus converging and diverging elements, respectively). Because the stimulus has no well-defined focal plane in the presence of spherical aberration, elaborate procedures had to be devised to align and focus the system. Thus reference spheres of precisely known curvatures were used to establish the target pattern location (front conjugate focus) and the distance (-3.86 m) from the converging element to the nominal front focal plane of the WFPC-2 (the location of a reference reticle marking the nominal HST focal plane in an existing Radial Instrument Alignment Fixture). The spherical aberration of the stimulus is too large to be measured to a high accuracy by direct analysis of curved fringes in interferograms. Furthermore the spherical aberration masks other aberrations whose presence indicates misalignment or other problems. Therefore a zero-power null lens was designed by Rayces to cancel the spherical aberration of the stimulus at 633 nm on axis. A threeelement design (in which an airspaced BK7 triplet is located in the central hole of the converging mirror) was found that cancels third-and fifth-order spherical aberration to within /1000. The lens has zero power in the sense that its neutral zone corresponds to the zone (-60% full aperture) of the HST pupil whose rays are focused on the nominal HST focalplane reticle. This null lens is the fundamental gage block of the stimulus. It is removed when the stimulus is used to feed light to the WFPC-2 instrument. This null lens permits double-pass interferometric testing of the stimulus + null combination, by using a convex retrosphere in the converging beam 1 m ahead of the second focus. Such tests, conducted on a vibration-isolated test table at the Optical Corporation of America Applied Optics facility in Garden Grove, Calif. (maker of the stimulus optics), yielded consistent results indicating system performance at the level of /40 rms at 633 nm (including the contributions of the two relay mirrors, two folding flat mirrors, the retrosphere, and the field-flattener lens).
As a check a second null lens with an entirely different design (a doublet) was independently prepared by Goddard Space Flight Center to operate in the converging beam 0.6 m ahead of the stimulus back focal plane. By design the second null lens was adequate to produce a nearly diffraction-limited image. (The Strehl ratio was -0.97 compared with 0.999 for the triplet.) In practice the image produced was indistinguishable from a perfect Airy pattern, which is a satisfactory demonstration that the stimulus and the triplet null corrector bear the correct prescriptions.
Interferometric testing of the stimulus will be impractical during thermal vacuum testing of the WFPC-2 instrument. To enable some level of independent verification of stimulus performance in these conditions, provision is made to mount a test pattern in the pupil of the stimulus. This pattern can be a Hartmann screen for focus verification (it would have to be removed during thermal vacuum tests) or a mask with relatively unobtrusive, opaque, disks producing Arago bright spots at the centers of their shadows several centimeters away from the focal plane. The Arago mask can be left in place during thermal vacuum testing.
Summary
Ground testing of future HST instruments is critical in light of the problem with spherical aberration. A number of important optical designs for HST simulators have evolved in response to the need for HST simulators that faithfully represent the aberrated wave front from the telescope. These HST simulators will be extremely important tools for performance verification of future HST instruments and COSTAR.
The Hubble Independent Verification Team was established at Goddard Space Flight Center and chartered to verify the correct performance of the Hubble simulators. This team has developed an Aberrated Beam Analyzer, a Hartmann-type wavefront sensor that will be used to measure the slopes of the wave fronts from the RAS, the OSL, and the JPL Stimulus. Wave-front measurement accuracies of X/40 rms are expected to be achieved with this sensor. Also, the Aberrated Beam Analyzer was designed to measure the location of the exit pupil of the stimulus, the exit pupil diameter, and the obscuration ratio, as well as chief ray angles. These optical tests will ultimately reveal the true fidelity of the simulation.
